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ON THE FUNDAMENTAL GROUP OF THE COMPLEMENT

OF ARRANGEMENTS

BY NGUYEN VIET DUNG

Let V be a vector space of finite dimension. An arrangement of hyperplanes in V is
a finite collection A of hyperplanes of V. An arrangement A will be said to be real
(resp. complex) if V is a real (resp. complex) vector space. The complexification of a
hyperplanes H of Rn is the hyperplane HQ of Cn having the same equation as H.
Given an arrangement A in Rn, we have its complexification AC to be the complex
arrangement {He] H 6 A} in Cn.

Given an arrangement A> we are interested in finding a presentation for the funda-
mental group τrι(M) of the complement

Λf = V - (J H
HζA

in case A is a complex arrangement, and ττι(Mc) of the complement of AC in case -4
is a real arrangement. In [2] we have suggested a geometrical method to compute the
fundamental group of a manifold equipped with a suitable cellular decomposition. Also,
given a real arrangement A in Rn , we have introduced a certain cellular decomposition
C(Cn, .4) of Cn, induced from the arrangement A- In this note, we will apply our method
to this decomposition to find a presentation for ττι(Mc) of any real arrangement A Such
a presentation has been given by M. Salvetti in [4] using his complex. After reducing
the problem to the case of dimension 2, W. Arvola has suggested an algorithm to find
a presentation for the complement of a complex arrangement. In a sequent paper [3] we
will also treat the case when A is a complex arrangement.

We first recall of our method suggested in [2]. Let M be a connected topologi-
cal manifold of dimension n with a locally finite CW-semicomplex structure CM such
that M is 1-codimensionally regular (see [2] for the notion of CW-semicomplex and 1-
codimensional regularity). Each (n — l)-cell σ of M is a face of exactly two n-cells, say
c and c1 . Then we have two n-intervals [c, σ, c1] and [c;, σ, c]. We specify one of them by
[σ] and the other by [σ]"1. A n-path 7 on M is a join of a finite number of n-intervals

where cz = ±1, σz are (n — l)-cells of M, 1 < i < k. If [<TI]CI = [c, σι,cι] and [(Tk]€k =
[cfc, σ f c ) c'], for some n-cells c, GI, c* and c1 we say that 7 is a n-path from c to c'. Among
n-paths on the manifold M we have defined in [2] a certain equivalence relation.

Let M be given a base point * belonging to a certain n-cell CQ. Then, the equivalence
classes of closed n-paths at * form a group denoted by ^\(CM , *). In [2] we have proved
the isomorphism TΓI(CM>*) — fl"ι(-M,*) So, in order to compute ττι(Λί,*), it suffices to
compute τrι (CM > *) And the latter can be determined by means of the decomposition
CM as below
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We call a n-tree T of M a family of n-cells and (n - l)-cells of CM such that each
(n — l)-cell of T is a face of exactly two n-cells of T and the union of all cells in T is
simply connected. A n-tree T is maximal if it is not contained in any othe n-tree. It is
easily seen that such a maximal n-tree exists and it contains all n-cells of CM . Let K be
a subspace of ΛΊ which is the underlying space of a CW-subsemicomplex of codimension
2 of M. Then we have

THEOREM 1 (see [2]). Let M be a connected manifold with a 1-codimensιonally
regular CW-sermcomplex structure CM andT a maximal n-tree of CM- Let K as above.
Then πι(M — K,*) has a presentation with generators gs indexed by the set M^n~1^ —
jVf(n~~2) of all (n — l)-cells of M, with following defining relations

(i) gσ = l ifσET
(ii) ge

σ\ g€
σ\ - - g€

σ\ = I if [σι]€l V [σ2]
€2 V V [σq]^ is well defined and is a closed

n-path around some (n — 2)-ce// of M — K, i.e. 0Ί, . . . ,σ? having a common (n — 2)-/αce
mM-K.

Next we recall of the decomposition C(Cn,^4) induced from the arrangement A —
{Hs s £ /} of hyperplanes in a n-dimensional real vector space V = Rn . For each s £ /
we have a linear function us : V — »• R with Hs = ker us . Clearly, V — Hs consists of two
components V+ = {x 6 V : us(x) > 0} and V~ = {x G V; us(x) < 0}. In a natural way,
the arrangement A induces a cellular decomposition C(V^A) of V. An arbitrary cell of
C(V, A) is an equivalence class with respect to the following equivalence relation

"x and y are equivalent if us(x) - us(y) > 0 or us(x) = us(y) = 0 for all s £ I."

It is easily seen that a n-cell of C(V, A) is a connected component of V — \Js^fHs and is
usually called a chamber of A. A cell of dimension lower than n is contained in the closure
c of a certain chamber c. The closure of such a cell is the intersection cΠ {Π? =ι ^*»} °f ^
and some hyperplanes of A. We denote this cell by c5l)...)5r For each cell e of C(V,A) we
denote by \e\ the intersection of all hyperplanes of A containing e and call it the support
of e. Then it is easily seen that |cSl)...)5l | = ΠJ=1Jϊ5j.

Let us consider the complexification Cn = V -f tV of V, where t denotes ^/-Λ,
the imaginary unit. Then we have the complexification of the arrangement A> AC —
{H9 + iHs',s G •/}, in Cn with the complement Mc = Vfc ~ U5€/(#5 + *#5). The
arrangement ^4 induces also a cellular decomposition C(Cn,.4) of Cn as follows.

(a) An arbitrary 2n-cell in C(Cn,A) is of the form c-h ̂  where c is a chamber of

(b) An arbitrary (2n - l)-cell in C(Cn , A) is of the form cs + tV$
€, c = + or -, with

c$ and F/ as in the above notations.
(c) A cell of dimension < 2n — 1 is of the form

c*ι,. .,«* +*A
where D is any cell in C(V, {HSl , . . . , HSk }).

Remark 2. Denoting V^;;*/* to be the intersection V£ Π. . .ΠF/fc

fc , with s; G /, e; =
+ or — , we observe that any (2n — 2)-cell of C(Cn,^4) lying in the complement M will
be of the form
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where c8lr,,)8k is a cell of codimension 2 of C(V,A).

Now we will use theorem 1 and this decomposition C(Cn,.4) to give a presentation
for the group ττι(Mc, *). According to Theorem 1, we have a presentation of the funda-
mental group of the complement ττι(M) with generators corresponding to (2n — l)-cells
of C(Cn,^4) and with defining relations given by (2n — 2)-cells of C(Cn,A) lying in M
modulo a chosen maximal 2ra-tree T. We will denote by g+ and g~ the generators cor-
responding to σ + iVs

+ and σ + V~ respectively, where σ is any (n — l)-cell of C(V,A)
with the support |σ| = Hs G -4. Now we try to simplify this presentation.

LEMMA 3. We can choose a maximal 2n-tree TQ o/C(Cn,.4) so that in the group
τrι(M) we have g~ — 1 for any (n — I)-cell σ of C(V,A).

Let T be the maximal 2n-tree as in Lemma 3. According to Theorem 1 (i), the
fundamental group ττι(M) has the set of generators {#+; σ is a (n — l)-cell of C(V,A)}.
For the sake of simplicity, from now on, we will denote g+ simply by gσ. We can also
prove that two generators corresponding to (n — l)-cells of C(V,A) having the same
support are conjugate. So, there are as many generators as there are hyperplanes in A.
Denote the generator corresponding to the hyperplane Hs by gs,s £ /.

Next we consider the defining relations of the group ττι(M). According to Theorem
1 (ii), these relations are given by (2n — 2)-cells in M. By Remark 2, any (2n — 2)-cell
in M will be of the form

where e4 = + or —, s; G / and c8ίr..)8k is a codimension 2 cell of C(V,A). We first
observe that the (2n — l)-cells of C(Cn,A) having c*J»;;;»** as a common face are σi +

^/i1) j σfc + A^e

fc

fc) an(i σi + V/i1' > σ!b Ί" ̂ ^ϊ > where σ%, σ^, 1 < i < fc, are codimension
1 cells of C(V,A) having c,lr..>5fc as a common face and |σ2 | = |σ^| = HSι,\ < i < k.
Looking at a 2-plane perpendicular to c^ ^* at an inner point of this cell, we obtain

LEMMA 4. The relation given by cll>\\\ι€
8
k is

Let us consider the codimension 2 cell cβl ι...>51 of C(V,A). Changing the sign of linear
functions usi , 1 < i < /, if necessary, we can assume that V^' .'.'.'ί = Vs~[ Π . . . Π V+ φ 0.
Then in C(Vc,A) we will have the following (2n — 2)-cells : c^1;;;1^ , where (ei, . . . , e/)
runs over the set

By a direct computation, from the defining relations of the group ττι(Mc) corresponding
to these (2n — 2)-cells as determined in Lemma 4 we obtain the set of relations

{9σ± 9σ2- 9σι = 9σs(l) 9σs(2) ' ' ' 9σs(l) ] 8 G C} ,

where C is the set of cyclic permutations of {1, . . . , / } . Denote this set of relations by

R(csι,...,sι).
Next we consider two cells of codimension 2 of C(V,A) having the same support.

Suppose they are cβ l >... ) β ϊ and cSlr . j β l . Then we have (n — l)-cells σi, . . . , σ/ and σi, . . ,σ/
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around cs i j...)5ί and cθ l >... ) β l respectively. Moreover ^-| = |σ, | = H8t,l < i < I. We can
prove that there is a class of n-paths λ such that λ^λ""1 c± g f f t , I < i ' < I. Combining
this and relations Λ(£Sl, ...,*,) and R(cSlί...tSl) we see that c5 l )..< ) 5 l and cS l > ..)5j determine
the same relation of the group πι(M).

Now substituting to gσi the right conjugate of gSt, the relations R(cSlr.,)Sl) translate
into the relations amongs gsi. We denote these relations by R(SI, . . . , s/).

So from above investigations we obtain

THEOREM 5. The fundamental group ττι(Mc) accepts a presentation with the set
of generators {gs\ s £ /} and with defining relation R(s\, . . . , s/) whenever HSl Π. . Γ\HSl

is of codimension 2.
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